Boat Preview
Blackfin 332CC

MANY ANGLERS RECALL BLACKFIN BOATS from decades past, but
this reinvented manufacturer is set to impress with the release of several
exciting high-performance platforms, including the sleek 332CC. While
combinations of immense size and power have set the new standard for
center consoles, this nimble craft yields unique versatility and pleasure,
leading friends, families and fishermen on unforgettable adventures.
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Bearing a classic name within the fishing
community and offering a revamped lineup
of award-winning center consoles, Blackfin
is back and better than ever. The flagship of
the Blackfin line, the all-new 332CC, was
recently granted a prestigious Innovation
Award at the 2019 Miami International Boat
Show highlighting impressive fishing features and family-pampering appointments.  
While maintaining an open deck layout that lends itself to excellent offshore
fishability, the 332CC is packed with highend features and finish work. At the bow,
two inserts in the coaming bolsters slip out
to create forward-facing lounge seating,
while ample space exists on the dual chase
lounge forward of the console, with cavernous storage beneath. Additionally, bolstered
three-wide console seats with integrated
visibility step optimize comfort at the helm,
while an extra-wide transom seat can be
pulled out and put away with little effort.
Standing at the helm you’ll find an engine monitoring system, dual 12v outlets with USB support, a power-assisted
steering wheel and compass built into the
digital engine monitoring system. With
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comfort and convenience both points of
emphasis regarding this design, one of
the new features present is a side-entry
console accessed via an innovative pantographic side door with articulating hinges that allows for ample room to access
the console’s interior and stow large items.
Innovation exists everywhere you look,
and we are really fond of the rigging station with twin 45-quart slide-out YETI
coolers, tackle drawers, cup holders, faucet and sink, built-in 20-gallon livewell and
six rod holder launcher. A massive under
gunnel rod locker exists on the starboard
side, with smaller port and starboard under gunnel storage closer to aft. Four vertical rod holders line the transom, with
six additional flush mount rod holders
helping shape the perfect trolling spread.
Aesthetics are unparalleled, but performance is not to be overlooked with the
stepped hull by Michael Peters Yacht Design
comprising Core Rigid Technology generating
a smooth, quiet and dry ride. With a re-invented design that improves on the legendary Blackfin platforms we all remember, this
new 30-footer is quite a show stopper.  

SPECS
L.O.A...............................................................33ʹ2″
Beam.................................................................10ʹ6″
Draft...................................................................23″
Fuel Capacity...............................................315 gal.
Weight...................................................10,500 lbs.
Max HP..............................................................900
Website...................................blackfinboats.com
*Model may be shown with optional features
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